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elenos has been providing quality, customer service, and low prices for the past 50 years. our
experience with the et2000 and et4000 series transmitters have been consistently positive. we are

confident that this transmitter will meet your needs. feel free to contact us if you have any questions
about this transmitter. the elenos et4000/2 is an extremely reliable transmitter for most applications.

for the price, it offers a nearly feature-for-feature replacement for the et2000. the et4000 offers a
number of improvements over the et2000. these include more features, a higher frequency response,

and higher power. in addition, the et4000 is designed with aluminum and aluminum-alloy chassis.
elenos aluminum chassis are known for their strength. they are resistant to corrosion and improve
the thermal performance. the et4000 is a good value for money, but the et2000 is still the better

choice for high power fm broadcasting. full specs: fully manual with good documentation. similar to
the elenos et4000. in addition to the front panel, the et4000 is fully programmable from the back

panel. if you have been using the et4000 for a while and want to upgrade to the et4000/2, this is the
perfect choice. our elenos etg 2000 transmitter offers users control over all the settings of the

loudspeaker with the help of a built in interface. the interface, which is connected via usb cable to the
pc, allows for easy adjustment of the equipment settings and the status of the system. the settings

are saved in a database and can be recalled at any time.
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the etg 750 from elenos provides you with a high-quality fm transmitter from the indium series.
because this series has a very good cooling, the temperature of this transmitter remains very low but

the effectiveness high, a guarantee for a long life. because special attention has been paid to the
internal cooling, the components remain free of moisture and corrosion. the indium series is

lightweight and takes up only 2he of rack space. this way, the transmitter can always remain on air,
even under extreme conditions. exceptional stability, repeatability, reliability and ease of
maintenance through the use of planar technology within the entire rf section (rf modules,

combiners, splitter and low-pass filter). this allows for the minimization of internal connections
soldering and manual tuning, which increases the long term operation and performance of the

equipment. all indium transmitters feature tc/ts for integration with remote control systems. plus,
remote control can be carried out directly from an iphone or android phone, using the elenos app and

e-box. the transmitter can store up to 6 different profiles of operation. all working parameters are
configurable, such as frequency, power, audio modes and levels. the echo6 n+1 interface allows the
transmitter to be used as a reserve in any n+1 system, with any manufacturers transmitter. indium

series transmitters are supplied with an ethernet port for connecting to a network with tcp/ip or
snmp. the transmitter also has an integrated web server for control over the internet. the operating

manual and datasheet of each loudspeaker contains a list of preferred room response control settings
for different installations. these have been specified out of long practical experience and

measurements of various kind of typical acoustic environments. 5ec8ef588b
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